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Marriage Certificate Translation in Karachi Pakistan | Birth Certificate Translation Karachi
Lahore

We provide professional translation services of marriage certificate in Karachi Lahore UK USA Pakistan.

June 15, 2010 - PRLog -- Certified Urdu Translation / Urdu Legal translation

Certified Urdu translation / Legal Urdu translation is a unique subject, which requires strong grip and
expertise on both Urdu language and English language, plus the given material. Language and theme (style)
in legal documents can be vague and can be very exact at times. If a legal document is wrong translated it
can frustrate lawyer very much, and in many cases it is not acceptable in Embassies.
Our expert translators can handle any type of Certified / legal translation or transcription projects very
easily, because of their sound experiences. Our translators are native in their language.

OLS guarantees to provide you with professional legal translation services which gives you benefits and
peace of mind at every moment of our translation process. Our expert project manager ensures the high
quality and accuracy of translated document, he only hire only those translators who have experience and
knowledge and are suitable to translate you document in the most efficient manner.

OLS always seeks to tailor its certified Urdu translation services according to your requirements. Whether
you need Urdu translation of marriage certificate, birth certificate, death certificate, report card, degree,
summons, complaints, contracts, testimony or any other legal document, OLS guarantees cent per cent
accuracy of Urdu translated document.
Which Documents Need to Be Certified?

Please note that, not all types of documents need to be certified. The documents which need certification
are mostly of personal nature like diploma, school, college or university certificates and all types of legal
documents that belongs to any individual. Organizations do not need certified documents.

Most of the times certified translation of documents is requested by government bodies and universities.
OLS is capable to provide you an excellent solution of certified translation, acceptable by any embassy and
government.
Certified Translation, what it is?

In Pakistan the translation must include the following to be acceptable as certified translation:

  1. The source document (copy) in the original language.
  2. The translated document in the target language.
  3. An affidavit signed by the translator or translation company representative, with his or her signature
notarized by a Notary Public, attesting that the translator or translation company representative believes the
target language text to be an accurate and complete translation of the original language text.

How do we certify?

We provide you translation on our letterhead, print our "Certification by Translator" statement on our
corporate letterhead, sign it, and stamp it.
Which documents need to be certified?
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We translate and certify the following documents: birth certificates, marriage certificates, diplomas,
transcripts, police records, and certificates of being single, academic credentials, letters of reference, title
deeds, invoices, name change documents, and many other documents issued by official agencies. Please
contact us if your document is not listed here.

Our Top services in this catagory:

Urdu to English Marriage Certificate translation:

If your Marriage certificate is in Urdu language (Nikah Nama) and you require Urdu to English translation
of Marriage certificate then do not hesitate to cotact us.

Notary Public also provides translation of Marriage certificates from Urdu to Engish and English to Urdu
but many times translation by notary public which is known as Notarized translation was rejected by
foreign bodies (USA embassy, UK embassy and many private instituations in these countries do not accept
translation by notary public).

It is the requirement of such institiutions that translation services should be provided by some professional
or commercial tranlsation agency or company. This translation, which is provided by some professional
translators, is known as certified translation.
OLS is happy to serve you in this regard. You can send us the scanned copies of your Marriage certificates
and get them translated on our letterhead at very reason able rates.
Urdu to English Birth Certificate Translation:

Please read the above details and contact us if you require English to Urdu or Urdu to English translation of
your birth certificate.

Urdu to English Divorce Certificate Translation:

Please read the above details and contact us if you require English to Urdu or Urdu to English translation of
your Divorce Certificate.
Urdu to English Identity Card Translation or ID card translation:

This service is available only for English to Urdu and Urdu to English translation of ID cards.

Certified translation rates?

Please click certified Urdu translation rates for getting an instant quote for marriage certificate translation,
birth certificate translation, diploma translation, degree translation, transcription, academic certificate
translation, letter translation, divorce certificate translation, death certificate translation, immigration related
document's translation, passport translation, domicile translation etc.

Contact Details:

Email address: olspakistan@live.com

OR
directly contact with
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Language Service Director
Haris Ali Dogar

0092 332 3095891

Website: http://english2urdutranslations.com
English to Urdu translation

--- End ---

Source Taimoor Dogar
City/Town Karachi
State/Province Sindh
Zip 75100
Country Pakistan
Industry Translation
Tags Translation, Urdu, Translation Service, English
Link https://prlog.org/10737265
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